Our Most Scandalous Bonus

All Tangled Up
These are all names of people who have been involved in political sex scandals during the past four years we your trivia masters have been at college (2004-2008). UNFORTUNATELY, they are all mixed up. Put them back in order!

1) RAM YE FOLK:

2) DIVA DIRT VET:

3) BARFED PLAYER HO:

4) A CARRY GIRL:

5) BALL BE ON:

6) CREME JAM VEG YES:

7) ELITE ZIP ROTS:

8) MAKE PA KICK TWIRL:

9) WE SET JAMS:

10) CHECKS ROD:

11) DOORS HANDLED OW:

12) SCARLET JUICES:

14) ORAL LIAISON TO VAGINA:
Scandal-gate
What makes a scandal a scandal? By attaching the word “gate” at the end, of course! These are just a couple of the scandals that have been graced with the –gate suffix, therefore ensuring that they will live forever in the history of international political infamy.

In 2001, Mexico was rocked by the revelations that a common bathroom item purchased for the residence of the Mexican President cost 4,430 pesos, or 400 dollars each. What was the name of the item?

1) I am _______________________________gate!

I was related to one of the most powerful people in the United States. In 1978, I was accused of influence peddling when I received money to act as a foreign agent for a country hostile to the United States. I also lent my name to a brand of beer. Who am I?

2) I am _______________________________gate!

This –gate was the first major scandal of the scandal-plagued Clinton administration, and the investigation was not closed until 2000.

3) I am _______________________________gate!

There was a movie made in 1999 parodying the original movie made about this scandal starring Kirsten Dunst and Michelle Williams. Will Ferrell and Ryan Reynolds also have cameos.

4) I am _______________________________gate!

In this hilarious 2002 –gate, three off-duty San Francisco police officers started a fight with two civilians. The three cops approached the two men and demanded the bag of food that they were carrying, later claiming they thought the men had drugs. The criminal trials would not be
resolved until 2005, acquitting the policemen of assault and the police Chief of conspiracy and obstruction of justice. What was the food in the bag?

5) I am _______________________________________ gate!

In 2005, a Toledo newspaper revealed that a government agency in charge of state insurance had put hundreds of millions of dollars in high-risk investments run by members of the state Republican party. Two of the items invested in were lost, causing a great deal of public outcry. What were those items?

6) I am _______________________________________ gate!

Again in 2005, the Washington Post revealed that defense contractors had paid bribes to members of the House of Representatives and the Defense Department in return for federal contracts. The political career of California Congressman Duke Cunningham was finished off after he pled guilty to receiving 2.3 million dollars in bribes. What else did the defense contractors provide for the Congressman?

7) I am _______________________________________ gate!

A popular news agency published pictures taken by a freelancer of the events of the 2006 Lebanon-Israel War. It was later revealed by conservative bloggers that many of these photographs had been manipulated in Photoshop. What was the name of this news agency?

8) I am _______________________________________ gate!
Fictional Scandals

Hollywood loves a scandal, so much so that many popular movies past and present have been based around real or fictional political scandals. Provide the name of the movie associated with each of the images below. For bonus points, give the real-life scandal this movie is based on (where applicable).

Answers: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.